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ABSTRACT 

The RIKEN SSG control system uses new intelligent 
modules, CIM's and DIM's, A CIM/DIM system which con

sists of a CIM and several DIM's can communicate with 
256 input and output ports of DIM's directly. Further
more, it has a function as a local controller for a 
group of apparatus and can include 256 kinds of macro

programs for sequential control, data logging, etc. 
Principle of operation, instruction format and com

mand function of the CIM/DIM system are described. 

INTRODUCTION 

Construction of the RIKEN SSG control system is 
based on an idea described in Ref. 1. This system con
sists of four layers; a mini computer for a central 

control, CAMAC equipments such as highway driver and 
crate controller, communication interface modules 

(CIM' s) mounted in a crate and device interface modules 
(DIM's) placed in orte or several apparatus. The CAMAC 

equipments are used as media to standardize hardware 
and soft ware of the communication system between the 
control computer and each CIM/DIM system, In the con
trol system, the CIM/DIM system is characterized in 
that it plays a role of local control in addition to 

an interfacing system, Architectures, functions, ad
vantages and test results of the CIM/DIM system have 
been described.2'3 

In the present conference, essentials of the CIM/ 

DIM system are made clearer by explaining principle of 
operation, instruction formats and command functions. 

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

The CIM/DIM sys tern is operated 1¥ an instruction from a 
control computer. Figure 1 show; the operation flow dia-
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Fig. 1 Operation flow diagram of CIM. 
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gram of the CIM. When the power is made on, the CIM exe

cutes "Initialization Program"; various registers in the 

CIM are set into each initial value and then a Q-flag is 

set into logical 1. The Q-flag indicates mether the CIM 

is "Ready" (Q=l) or not (Q=O). It is used as a response 

signal of the CAMAC equipments. In the ready situation, 

the CIM waits for an instruction from the control com
puter. When an instruction "Task" is found cy CIM (yes), 

CIM decodes and executes it. CIM sends Task to the DIM 
depending on its kind; After the Task is executed, CIM 

advances to a next step "DIM Request". If none of Task 

is found 1¥ CIM (no), "Execute" step is skipped. 
When DIM executes a macro-program or finds a fail

ure of apparatus connected therewith, it requires a 
service from the CIM. In the step, the CIM checkes the 

service request coming from DIM's, If a service is re
quired, CIM sets a LAM-flag and returns to the ready 

situation. If no service is required, it jumps to the 
ready,. If an interrupt is requested by the control com

puter during the execution of the macro-program, the 
CI!1 interrupts the execution, jumps to the ready situa
tion and waits for a next instruction of the control 

computer. Thus, CIM responds to the instruction of the 
control computer at any time. CIM can check a request 

from the DIM quickly because it has a register for ac
cepting service requests from all the DIM's. 

Figure 2 shows the operation flow diagram of DIM. 
DIM as well as CIM reachs "Ready" after the execution 

of its "Initialization Program". In "Ready", DIM polls 
instructions coming from CIM which c'ommunicates with 

DIM. When DIM finds an instruction "Task", the DIM de
codes and executes it, and returns to the ready situa

tion. If an interrupt is request from the control com
puter during the execution of a macro-program, the DIM 
interrupts the execution and jumps to "Ready". The 
request is accepted because the interrupt request has 
a top priority. 

Fig. 2 Operation flow diagram of DIM. 
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In figure 2, "timer Task" is a routine for fetch
ing the information of all input ports o£ DIM and sto
ring them in their respective file. DIM has a timer. 
If the timer task is activated by an instruction of 
the control computer, the DIM executes a timer task 
every time when an interrupt is requested from the tim
er. DIM has a function of detecting an apparatus fail
ure. If an apparatus connected with an input port of a 
DIM fails, the DIM requires a service, above-mentioned 
"DIM Request",from the CIM. Priority of the interrupt 
request "from Apparatus" is lower than that "from 
Timer". That is, the interrupt request due to an appa
ratus failure is processed after the end of a timer 
task. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT 

Instruction format for operating the CIM/DIM sys
tem consists of three byteso Higher four bits of the 
most significant byte are used for specifing a command, 
lower four bits of the most significant byte, the mid
dle byte and the least significant byte are used as an 
operand. We have five kinds of instruction formats as 
below. 

MSB LSB 

N o.l I Comm. I Data ~ield I 
MSB LSB 

No.2 I Comm. I P • N, I Data ~ield I 
MSB LSB 

No.3 I Comm. I : Message I 

No.4 I comffi. I IF' N. I WORD LENGTH I 

No.5 I Comm. I 
Comm, Command 
p ,N, Port number 

F. N. File number 

Fig. 3 Instruction formats for CIM/DIM sys tern. 

The first format is used for testing the fundamen
tal functions of CIM and DIMo The second format is used 
for writing/reading data to/from one port or two ports 
of a DIM. Using the instruction format, the control 
computer can communicate with 256 input and output 
ports of each CIM/DIM system, The third format is used 
for starting a macro-program. A macro-program is speci
fied by the least significant byte as a message. There-

fore, 256 kinds of macro-programs can be defined at 
each CIM/DIM system .• The fourth format is used for read
ing out the file-information taken by the timer task, 
where the file number is specified by the lower four 
bits of the middle byteo The last format is used for in~ 
itializing CIM and DIM, reading out a message which ap
pears at the end of the execution of a macro-program, at 
an apparatus failure or at a failure of communication 
devices between CIM and DIM. 

The above each instruction tormats are sent to the 
CIM/DIM system through CAMAC write data-lines (W1-W24). 
Subaddress (Al-As) is used for specifying a DIM. The 
function command of the CAMAC's, F(n), are defined as 
follows. 

F(O): reads out CIM/DIM system-information in a 
single mode. 

F(l): reads out CIM/DIM system information in a 
repeat mode. 

F(9): restarts CIMo 
F(lO): clears LAM-flag of CIM. 
F(l6): writes control computer-information into 

CIM/DIM system. 
F(20): interrupts CIM/DIM system. 

COMMAND FUNCTION 

Table 1 summarizes command codes specified in an 
instruction, the name of each command, and the number of 
the applied instruction format. The function of each 
command is as follow;: 
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(1) CIM Initialization 
A CIM executes its initialization program. 

(2) DIM Initialization 
A DIM executes its initialization program. 

(3) CIM Test 
CIM fetches information from the CAMAC write 

data-lines (W1-w24) and sends· it back to the CAMAC 
read data-lines (Rl-Rz4)• 

(4) DIM Test 
CIM/DIM sys tern fetches information of the CAMAC 

write data-lines (Wl-Wls) and send it back to the 
CAMAC read data-lines (R1-R1s>• 

(5) One Byte Data Write in One Port 
CIM/DIM sys tern fetches information of the CAMAC 

write·data-lines (Wl-Ws) and writes it in one port 
specified~ port number (P.N.). 

(6) Two Bytes Data Write in Two Ports 
CIM/DIM system fetches information of the CAMAC 

write data-lines (Wl-wls) and writes it in two 
ports (P.N. and P.N. + 1) specified ~ a port num-
ber (P.N.). . 

(7) Message to CIM/DIM 
The command is used for starting a macro-program. 

The content of a mess age is indicated IN the least 
significant ~te of the instruction format. Rep
resentative macro-programs are: 

(A) Timer Task Start. 
(B) Block·Data Transfer from CIM Memory to DIM Memo

ry Start. 
(C) Block Data Transfer from DIM Memory to CIM Memo-

ry Start. 
(D) Probe Measurement Start. 
(E) Magnet Current Control Start. 
(F) RF 5¥stem Control Start. 

(8) Block Information Write in CIM Memory 
CIM/DIM sys tern stares the block information of 

the control computer in CIM memory. 
(9) One Byte Information Fetch from One Port 

CIM/DIM sys tern fetches the information of one 
port with a port. number (P.N.) and sends it to the 
CAMAC read data-lines (Rl-Rs)• 

(10) Two Bytes Data Fetch from Two Ports 
CIM/DIM system fetches the information of two 

ports (P.N. and P.N. + 1) ~ specifying a port num
ber (P.N.) and sends it to the CAMAC read data-

.. lines (R1 -Rls). 



Command 

Code Name Format No. 

0000 CIM Initialization 5 

0001 DIM Initialization 5 

0010 CIM Test 1 

0011 DIM Test 1 

010 0 One Byte Data Write in One Port 2 

0101 Two Bytes Data Write in Two Ports 2 

0110 Message to CIM/DIM 3 

0111 Block Information Write in CIM Memory 2 

1000 One Byte Information Fetch from One Port 2 
-· · ioo 1 Two Bytes Information Fetch from Two Ports 2 --

1010 Analogue Data Fetch 3 

1011 One Byte Information Fetch from DIM Memory 4 

1100 Two Bytes Information Fetch from DIM Memo~ 4 

1101 Block Information Fetch from CIM Memory 2 

1110 Hess age from CIM/DIM 5 

Table 1 Commands for CIM/DIM system. 

(11) Analogue Data Fetch 
DIM samples all the analogue input data at a 

time interval, digitizes them with a 12-bits A/D 
converter sequentially and stores the digitized 
information into their respective Memory.CIM/DIM 
system fetches the information of memory with a 
port number (P. N.) and sends it to the CAMAC read 
data-lines (Rl ~12> • 

(12) One Byte Information Fetch from DIM Memory 
The command is used for fetching the information 

obtained ]?f the timer task. CIM/DIM system fetch
es the one ]?f te information of a DIM's memory area 
with a file number (F.N.) and sends it to the 
CAMAC read data-lines (Rl-Ra) sequentially, 'iohere 
the word length of the sent information is speci
fied ]?f the least significant ]?fte. 

(13) Two Bytes Information Fetch from DIM Memory 
The command is used for fetching the information 

obtained ]?f the timer task. CIM/DIM system fetch
es the two ]?ftes information of a DIM's memory 
area with a file number (F .N.) and sends it to the 
CAMAC read data-lines (R1-R16) sequentially, 'iohere 
the word length of the sent information is speci
fied ]?f the least significant ]?f te. 

(14) Block Information Fetch from CIM Memory 
The command is mainly used for fetching the 

block information obtained ]?f a data logging. CIM 
sends out the block information in a predetermined 
memory area of CIM to the CAMAC read data-lines 
(Rl-Re) in the unit of 4 K ]?ftes sequentially. 

(15) Message from CIM/DIM 
The mess age is used for fetching the cause for 

appearance of a LAM-flag and sending to the CAMAC 
read data-lines (Rl-Re). 
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